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Lean Startup MARKETING
Workbook 1: Get Ready—PRODUCTIZE
Step 1 of the 3-Step RAF Marketing Method for
Turning Your Ideas into Offerings of Value, for Profit

-PRODUCTIZATION PrefaceI am privileged, and honored to be a native Californian, a part of the most
innovated state in the U.S. Born and raised in L.A., after I finished college, I
became an Art Director for the manic entertainment industry. I developed
marketing campaigns for many of the major movie houses and networks, before
tiring of the Hollywood scene and moving up to the San Francisco Bay area in
1995, at the start of the dot com boom.
My first experience marketing startups was for Stac Electronics, even before I left
L.A. The engineers had developed a lossless disk compression system they called
Stacker. Initially, their product was very successful. They even piqued Microsoft's
interest, but after the MS engineers met with the Stac founders and reviewed
their code as part of the due diligence process, Microsoft promptly produced their
own data compression software, DoubleSpace. While Stac won their lawsuit for
copyright infringement for $120 million a year later, they never found their
footing again, and eventually sold their technology and remaining assets after the
dot com bust.
My experience with Stac taught me that I'd rather help innovators, engineers and
developers to market and launch their own companies, than help groping
Hollywood moguls sell one more crappy movie or TV show.
After moving up to the Bay area, I began marketing startups, helping innovators
launch new products, or get more traction with selling the products they'd
produced, or to get seed-round financing for their ideas. My first client, Softkey
International, developed educational software for children. It eventually became
The Learning Company, which sold to Mattel in 1998 for $2.4 billion.
Ensconced in the entrepreneurial environment, I met a software engineer hoping
to launch the multi-dimensional database system he'd created into a thriving
startup. Like so many talented developers, he had no knowledge of marketing. He
insisted his creation was uniquely brilliant, light years ahead of its time, and all
he needed to do was tell people at the SIG (special interest group) meetings he
attended in Silicon Valley what he was working on, and they'd line up to buy it.
Marketing, he insisted, was on par with prostitution. His creation would surely sell
itself.
©2019 J. Cafesin
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It didn't. Three years after he'd quit his job to invent the technology, the software
was complete. He'd been talking about it for well over a year when we met at a
networking mixer. During the event, he gave me a detailed monologue about
database technology, describing in technical terms what his software was. He was
unable, even after I prompted multiple times, to tell me what it did, what
solutions it provided, or why it might be of valuable to anyone but him.
Enamored with his passion and creative mind, I agreed to help him with some
marketing strategies to sell his software. We spent the next day, and most of that
evening talking about his invention—what he had created, what it did, what
function or solution it provided, and who would likely want it.
Less than a year later, in 1997, he sold MD2 for close to $1 million in a perpetual
licensing agreement to Sybase, which is now part of SAP. We married, and moved
to Boston for 2 years while my new husband integrated his software into the
Sybase code base. I had our first child, while working with ad agencies marketing
Fortune 500 accounts like Toys R Us and Hewlett Packard. But I missed working
with startups, and the creative energy that I absorbed working with them.
We came back to California at the beginning of the new millennium, at the peek
of the dot com bubble. It seemed everyone in the Bay was working on a startup,
but few had a clue how to sell what they were inventing. My husband took a job
at what he referred to as a “gold-plated” startup, gold-plated because they were
dropping a lot of cash on “team building' trips to expensive corporate retreats.
The founders had invented web-based software to track user experience. But in
2000, business websites just weren't that popular yet, so this new startup had
technology, but no market to sell it to.
One of the founders, the CEO, hired me to create an identity package for his new
internet company. I will never forget what he told me when I asked him to
describe what his startup produced, what his technology did—what real world
solutions it provided, and for who.
His response: “We don't need a product. Anything internet related is hot right
now. We are selling perception, the idea that we have internet solutions.”
A year later this startup was laying off their staff of 80+, including my husband.
Without a product, or even a service, they had nothing to market. Perception may
be marketable, generate buzz, but it can't generate an income with no product to
sell. As the internet took off, and every business built a website, their software
eventually found a place in generating data used for analytics. They eventually
sold their technology to IBM.
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The day my husband was laid off, he came home and said: “This startup (name
withheld to protect identities), like so many I've worked for, used the 'Fire, Aim,
Ready,' approach to building a company, which is why it is failing.”
I laughed. “What's that?”
“They should be doing, 'Ready, Aim, Fire.' You know, actually develop a product
first, before trying to sell it. They have technology, but no product. They have no
one to sell their software to because they haven't stopped to consider what it
actually does, in the real world, that would be of use to anyone.”
His words ricocheted off the walls of my brain for years. Many startups I
consulted for had the same issue. They'd hire me to brand their product and new
company, or ask me to create campaigns, without any idea what they were
selling, or who would find value in their offering. Most burned through the cash
from investors within the first year. Many failed.
As the internet has become an integral part of doing business, new marketing
approaches became popular. Instead of integrating these new strategies with
traditional marketing methods, many entrepreneurs ignored the foundation of
marketing, deemed it irrelevant, and threw away the best practices known for
eons to generate response and conversion (click, buy, subscribe).
Today, many software engineers like to think of themselves as marketing pros.
Growth hackers—software developers who think they can produce responseoriented marketing by A/B testing campaigns, or using keyword tricks to reach
#1 in search engine ranking (SEO), are often the only people producing
marketing for the company. If there is a marketing department at all, these
people will tell you it's all about 'Reach.' All they need to do is get a lot of Likes
and Shares, or get people to follow their company on social media to generate
sales.
This is a fallacy. While achieving #1 in Google ranking, and split testing
campaigns may help improve response on your marketing efforts, using
traditional marketing best practices will produce greater conversion than can be
achieved by split testing campaigns with low initial response. Today's marketers
have thrown out the baby with the bath water. Abandoning the 'Ready, Aim, Fire'
marketing method is the reason 90% of all startups fail the first year.
Disheartened by all the startup failures both my husband and I witnessed while
working with so many over the last two decades, about 7 years ago I wrote a
blog, Marketing 101, highlighting the foundation of effective marketing, as well as
three timeless best practices that must be performed in order—'Ready, Aim,
Fire'—to get the greatest response on any marketing effort. This blog eventually
©2019 J. Cafesin
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became the Lean Startup Marketing (LSM) course taught at UC Berkeley,
Stanford, and other accredited universities in L.A. and the Bay area.
Over the last 6 years, LSM has helped hundreds of students launch and market a
startup with the RAF ('Ready, Aim, Fire') Marketing method.
1. Get Ready, and Productize your offering.
2. Take Aim, and Brand your offering.
3. Fire, and Launch your marketing efforts.

This three-step process gives innovators practical, doable steps to build a
sustainable business. It also provides startups struggling to get traction with their
marketing efforts, a clear and direct process to achieve much greater response on
their marketing efforts, at launch and beyond.
LSM is not marketing theory. Each of the three workbooks, filled with slides,
challenges and projects, are step-by-step guides you'll refer to again and
again, to assure you are on the proper path to building a thriving business. The
Lean Startup Entrepreneurial (LSE) series provides specific, low-budget,
actionable steps for marketing your offerings, to sell directly, or launch your first
offering as a profitable startup.
Lean Startup workbooks are designed to teach you the process of turning an idea
©2019 J. Cafesin
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or product in development into an offering of value, and then marketing it for
profit. Each workbook also guides learners through the process of creating and
producing marketing for your new venture that gets the greatest response. Learn
by engaging in the process, and you’ll be able to actualize most any idea you
have now, or any that may come, by simply following the steps of the RAF
Marketing Method, in order (kind of like working a math equation... ; ).

Welcome to LSM Workbook 1: PRODUCTIZATION
To actualize any idea into a reality you must begin at the beginning. You can not
build a building without architectural plans. You can not create a cupcake without
a recipe or list of required ingredients. And you can not start a business without
some sort of plan.
LSM gives you the framework for marketing and launching a startup, but before
you market any offering you must begin by understanding what you plan to sell.
LSM Workbook 1: PRODUCTIZATION, is the process of getting intimate with your
idea, or developed product. Neglect to productize your offering, and at best, your
marketing efforts will get little traction. At worse, ignoring Productization leads to
startup failure.
Productization is unquestionably the most neglected step in the product and
startup development process, but this first step is imperative to implement before
creating marketing for your offering. You can't possibly brand and advertise your
product or service if you are not intimate with what you plan to sell and who you
plan to sell it to. Implementing the steps of Productization, in order, allows you to
produce tightly targeted marketing campaigns that motivate viewers to click, try,
or buy your offering.
LSM Workbook 1: PRODUCTIZATION provides the following steps to get your
offering Ready (RAF Marketing method) to market:
• MBA to marketing novice, learn all the marketing you'll ever need to
know to become proficient at marketing...anything.
• Create Productization lists filled with targeted content to use in your
branding, marketing and advertising campaigns throughout the lifecycle of your business.
• Identify specific Target Markets and Targeted Users who will find a
solution or value in your product or service—customers that are most
likely buy your new offering.
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• Learn how to utilize your Productization lists to create tightly targeted
marketing that gets the greatest response and conversion.
• Construct an Elevator Pitch to succinctly chat up your new venture.
• Perform Competitive Analysis, and find differentiators that make your
offering special, unique, valuable.
• Project Horizontal and Vertical products and markets for current and
future offerings.
• Choose an effective Profit Model to make money on your offering at
launch, as well as two years and five years down the line.

LSM Workbook 1 guides you step-by-step through the process of developing your
idea into a software application, product, or service that adds value, or solves a
problem for specific groups of people (Target Marketing). This workbook provides
an in-depth examination of the Productization process to turning an idea into an
offering of value, for profit. If you already have a salable product or service, and
have yet to productize your offering, do it now! Better late than never. Executing
Productization lists, pitches and profit models will enable you create, or direct
those you hire to produce targeted, response-oriented marketing for your new
venture.
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Projects for LSM Workbook 1
There are three multifaceted projects in LSM Workbook 1. Completing each
will give you targeted content—keywords and phrases related to your offering,
that's directed at your likely audience—to use in the branding and advertising
campaigns you'll learn to create in LSB Workbook 2. Completing each project will
also make you aware of your competition, help you identify what makes your
offering unique, project future products and markets to sell to, as well as create
pitches to promote your offering in-person and online.

There are twelve projects throughout the entire LSE series. As each is completed,
in order, you will have the marketing material required for the pre-launch and
launch of your new venture by the last module of LSL Workbook 3.
The knowledge you'll gain doing each project, in the order each is given, will give
you a greater understanding of your offering, the company you are developing,
and the steps you must take to market them effectively. Even if you choose to
hire designers or ad agencies, you'll be better equipped to direct those you
contract, to economically produce tightly targeted campaigns that get the
greatest response.
You can read each of these workbooks twenty times, memorize them in fact, and
not learn as much as you will from doing the work. To really understand how
something works—you must work the process.
©2019 J. Cafesin
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Challenges
Challenges are different from projects. They'll appear throughout Workbook 1,
with a few scattered in Workbooks 2 and 3, usually at the end of important
content. Completed Challenges will not be used to market your product or
startup, but are provided to help you get familiar with the process of
marketing...anything.
If you already have a complete offering, but want to get more traction with your
marketing efforts, the Challenges will help you broaden your understanding of the
intricacies of how marketing works.
As with the projects, I strongly suggest you do all the Challenges! Beyond using
each project to create and then produce your marketing campaigns, both the
projects and challenges in the LSE series have been designed to accelerate your
learning of the Lean Startup Marketing process.

The Private Language of Any Industry
Most every industry, from baked goods to software, has their own private
language. Learning the language of business marketing is essential for startup
success. Throughout LSM Workshop 1, as well as the entire LSE series, you will
see words in bold. You'll also find acronyms—abbreviated initials of broader
concepts—used every day in the entrepreneurial industry. It is imperative these
terms and acronyms get inside your head. Pay extra attention to the words and
phrases in bold, and the acronyms that follow them. Even if you don't always
remember their meaning, over the course of the entire LSE series, you'll see
them in context often enough to learn the language of startup marketing.

Access to LSM Workbook 1 Slides
You will find all the slides in LSM Workbook 1 at this URL address:
• https://startupmarketingonline.com/lsm-workbook-1-slides/
• Password: LSM-Productization
-

STOP! Do CHALLENGE #1 before moving on.
♦♦♦

CHALLENGE #1: Generating Product Ideas
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If you already have an idea you'd like to produce, a product in development, or a
fully actualized offering you are in the process of marketing, skip this Challenge.
It is highly recommended that you have an idea to actualize, to realize the full
potential of this course. The idea is less important than working the process, so
don't dwell on creating a brilliant offering, or even one that you will produce right
now (if ever).
Imagine creating something that's fun to do, or solving a recurring problem. Now,
come up with a basic (even vague) idea of something you'd enjoy doing, or a fix
for your recurring issue.
STEP 1. THINK of [at least] five (5) PROBLEMS you frequently encounter,
and write them into a document titled: “MY FREQUENT PROBLEMS.” Number
each problem as shown.
Examples:
1. Trash bags that don't stay fixed to the rim of the can.
2. Spending an hour or more looking for a movie you'll actually like on
your streaming video services.
3. Internet access that keeps crashing while you're watching the Netflix
movie it just took you an hour to find.
4. Your kids are not doing their chores, or well in school, or...?
5. You have no one with whom to share how you really feel, and you
can't afford therapy.
6. You don't have the time or energy to be a full-time parent and build a
full-time career, but you want kids and need money.
7. You get tired by 3:00p.m. and want a wake-you-up, but slow burning
energy snack.
8. You can't get a good job without work experience. And you can't get
work experience without a job.
9. You know it's unhealthy for your dog to be locked inside all day, but
there's no way to let him run and play during your workday.
STEP 2. Use a corresponding number to LIST [at least] five (5)
SOLUTIONS to your list of problems.
Examples:
1a. Trash bags made with a 3” thick rubber-band around the top rim.
2a. A recommendation system that figures out individual preferences.
5a. Online therapy with qualified pro counselors available when you need
to talk.
7a. My organic, low-fat, gluten-free, great-tasting cupcakes and scones.
8a. A web platform to match students or recent grads with corporate
internships.
9a. A P2P service of local, professional pet care advocates, with pick-up
©2019 J. Cafesin
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and drop-off, to personal doggy assistants.
STEP 3. Pick ONE of your SOLUTIONS. If you don't already have an idea, or
product in development to sell, use the solution to the problem you've discovered
in this challenge as the idea you'll actualize and market for profit, to follow the
steps presented throughout the LSE series. (Check out the next Challenge for an
alternate startup idea generation technique.)
♦♦♦

Real World Startup Marketing
So, you think you have a great idea for a new software app, product or service.
Perhaps you've started a startup with what you thought was a great idea, but are
getting little to no traction on your marketing efforts. Or, maybe you don't have
any ideas yet, but want to become your own CEO and run your own show, doing
something you love.
What's an idea worth?
Nothing. Unless you actualize it. And beyond just building the product, service, or
software application, you have to market your offering, for the entire life-cycle of
your business—pre-launch, launch, and beyond.
Talented innovators are creating awesome apps, from social platforms, to lifestyle
organizers, to peer-to-peer online services. Others are developing goods and
products from cupcakes, to fashion, to nutritional supplements. Entrepreneurs are
busy in their garages, dining rooms, and offices, designing solutions that will
enable us to be more efficient, productive, and have more fun! Most are hoping to
create thriving companies. And the fact is, most will never become sustainable
businesses without effective marketing.
Now, more than ever, with globalization and automation, it is urgent we learn to
create our own jobs, and possibly start companies that will employ others. The
Lean Startup workbook series teach you how to turn your ideas into products and
services you can sell directly (Amazon, Google Play, Etsy), to start a
“microbusiness,” or create a startup of many offerings to come, from the ground
up—idea to launch. The LSE series will also help existing startups realize greater
response with their marketing efforts.
The Lean Startup Marketing series has been taught live, in its entirety, at
Stanford University, and UC Berkeley, since 2012. LSM has empowered
entrepreneurs, mompreneurs, retirees, developers, designers, and business
professionals to turn their ideas into quality offerings of value, and grow
©2019 J. Cafesin
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sustainable startups, for a nominal monetary investment.
Get ready for the journey of your professional life, when you commit to directing
your own career, creating and selling something you are passionate about. With
LSE, it won't cost you much money to start your business, but it's going to be
hugely time consuming, and at times absurdly frustrating. It'll surely be scary
scary scary at times, leaving you questioning if you are on the right path. Often
you won't be, and you'll have to recalibrate and try again and again. More often
than not, it'll feel like you're getting nowhere. And, of course, there will always be
friends and family who tell you your idea won't ever go anywhere, and to give it
up and focus on your real job, try to be the best employee you can be.
You will encounter many challenges starting your own business, but you'll look
forward to coming to work every day. And wouldn't you rather be spending the
greater portion of most every day of your life doing something you like to do,
instead of working for someone else?
The best bit—you don't have to quit your day job if you aren't rich, or don't have
a benefactor to float you financially while you develop and market your startup.
Just stop blowing away your evenings and weekends binge-watching Netflix (or
however you choose to waste time). Invest those hours into actualizing your idea
into a product or service someone actually wants, then learn how to sell it to
them with the RAF Marketing Method. Follow each and every step, IN ORDER, of
the step-by-step process introduced in each workbook. Completing all three LSE
workbooks will enable you to launch a product or service of value directly, or build
a startup, with the first of many offerings to come, and then market your new
venture, for profit.
♦♦♦♦♦♦
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MODULE 1: RAF MARKETING METHOD
Startups Fail by Starting BackAsswards

Over 400,000 startups launch annually in the U.S., according to Gallup statistics,
2016. Over 90% fail within the first year.
Most innovators launch a startup backwards. They spend a year or more creating
a product or service, then put up a website and slam the internet with less than
effective digital marketing campaigns because it doesn't cost anything to publish
online. These entrepreneurs don't get much traction with their pre-launch and
rollout marketing efforts, so they keep tweaking their original offering when it
doesn't sell, adding more and more features, services and tech. They invest
additional time and money into marketing, but still don't get more than a few
customers, who likely don't last long.
As previously mentioned, we'll call this the “Fire, Aim, Ready,” method of starting
up, which invariably leads to startup failure.
The “Ready, Aim, Fire” or the RAF Marketing Method delivers a 3-step
process that gives you practical, doable steps to build a solid foundation on which
to create a sustainable company. Implement each step in order, to market your
idea or developed offering into a valuable product or service, and get greater
response on your marketing efforts, at launch, and beyond.
The RAF Marketing Method is delivered in three rigorous workbooks:
1. Lean Startup MARKETING (LSM) Workbook 1. Step 1: Get
Ready, and PRODUCTIZE your idea into an offering of value, before
producing it.
2. Lean Startup BRANDING (LSB) Workbook 2. Step 2: Take Aim,
and BRAND your offering in development with identities and
marketing campaigns, that tout the solutions and/or unique benefits
the features of your offering provide.
3. Lean Startup LAUNCH (LSL) Workbook 3. Step 3: Fire, and
LAUNCH your tightly targeted branding and advertising campaigns at
your potential target audience.
You do NOT need a fully functional offering to effectively implement the RAF
Marketing Method presented in this first workbook. You do not need to produce
your idea, yet. In fact, it is recommended that you don't!
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Weird as this sounds, Workbook 1 of the LSE series does not require your idea be
produced at all. The Productization process presented in Workbook 1 is designed
to help you develop and produce an offering with the right “product/market fit.”
Initializing Productization will align your product development with target markets
and users most likely to benefit from the offering you hope to create and sell.
Don't waste time (and money) implementing an offering that you've yet to
confirm anyone wants. Producing a minimum viable product (MVP) to sell, only
happens once you've gone through the first step in the lean startup marketing
process: Productization. Selling products, services, or a message (as with
nonprofit organizations), you first must productize your offering to determine if
your idea or product in development is worth developing.
If you already have a complete offering, and are in the first year, or the seedround financing of your startup, implementing the Productization process will
yield tightly targeted content to use in your campaigns that will increase the
response to all your marketing efforts.

Performing the steps of the RAF Marketing Method in order will compel you to
think differently. You'll learn the foundation and applications of real-world
marketing, like you never have before, even if you're a marketing professional
with an MBA.
Becoming your own boss isn't rocket science, and it doesn't have to cost a lot of
©2019 J. Cafesin
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money, at least initially. But running your own business, even a small one, is a
big commitment to a lot of work if you hope to achieve any level of success. The
LSE series will give you the direction and tools to become your own greatest
resource, and empower you to realize the boundless possibilities you'll find when
you actualize your creative mind.

Avoid Startup Crash and Burn
Don't become one of the 90% that fail when they endeavor down the startup
road! Now, you too can create a startup success story. When you embark on the
startup journey with the RAF Marketing Method, step-by-step, in order, you will
set up a solid foundation to build a sustainable business by avoiding the three
primary reasons most startups fail:
1. No one PRODUCTIZES the offering. An innovator goes through a lot of time
and (sometimes) expense putting together an offering from an idea they had, or
heard, without ever considering how or why anyone else will find value in its
creation. Once the idea is manufactured, no one, even the marketing department,
identifies how the offering's features actually benefit anyone. They don’t have a
clue who the target audience is, for their product or service. They design a logo,
put up a website, and publish a bunch of advertising online, without identifying a
need or even desire for their offering. They don’t bother to look for competitors
already producing the same or similar offerings. And they don’t project how the
product or service will make money now or in the future.
2. The startup LAUNCHES without infrastructure to support brand or
fulfillment. Once Productization is complete, branding must be created and
standardized, so it appears the same across different media—from online
advertising to print campaigns—to build brand awareness. Most startups launch
without creating and distributing brand standards to all stakeholders, so
marketing efforts fail to build brand awareness.
Launching with no infrastructure to support fulfillment means the startup fails to
fulfill orders of their offering, or their website platform cannot scale, and crashes
with an increase in users or site activity.
Startups must deliver on promises out of the gate, and be able to fulfill all orders,
and have the infrastructure to scale seamlessly, and fast. Delivering on
commitments builds trust. And trust garners believers—repeat customers. And
satisfied customers talk about what they like, both in-person and online. The
more positive talk an offering receives, the more likely that product or service will
'go viral,' or garner a wide, generally global audience. The #1 way we sell today,
and yesterday, is through recommendations for products, or a service, or a
message, from family and friends.
©2019 J. Cafesin
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3. Startup does not invest in research and development. The launch of their
first offering goes well. Their sales out of the gate are great! The problems arise
when the startup rides on this initial wave of success too long. They have no
plans, and no one in the company is working on new offerings or features (2.0,
2.1, etc.).
Today, potential competitors are going to know about any successful offering,
fast. And there will be those who will copy, and surpass the original startup's
success. This fact makes it imperative that the development of new products
and/or services be ongoing. With each new product, or even upgrade, there will
be additional horizontal and vertical target markets and users to sell to. New
offerings should be released every nine to twelve months, minimum! Welcome to
the internet age.

Avoid these common startup failures with the gorilla (not guerrilla, as marketing
should never be stealth) RAF Marketing Method, delivered step-by-step, in three
workbooks, each building on the previous steps. Follow the steps in order to
guide you through the process of turning an idea, or even a completed product,
into an offering of value, something someone, besides you, wants. Each
workbook will drill down and detail the steps you must take to market a product
or service to sell directly (on Amazon, Etsy, eBay, GooglePlay), or your first
offering of many to come by launching a startup.
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Each workbook in the LSE series assumes you have the knowledge and means to
produce the offering you envision. LSM Workbook 1: PRODUCTIZATION does not
require that your idea already be actualized. Productizing your idea should
happen simultaneously with developing it. If you are planning to create a
startup during this course, by LSB Workbook 2: BRANDING, your product should
at least be in the works when marketing your pre-launch campaigns. By LSL
Workbook 3—LAUNCH, you must have a complete and quality-tested offering to
sell.
Remember, to effectively actualize an idea for profit, and to vastly increase your
odds of startup success, you must implement the RAF Marketing Method in order:
LSM Workbook 1. Step 1—Get Ready, and PRODUCTIZE.
LSB Workbook 2. Step 2—Take Aim, and BRAND.
LSL Workbook 3. Step 3—Fire, and LAUNCH marketing campaigns.
Target Marketing starts wide, and drills down to individuals (targeting users),
which is exactly how the LSE series unfolds. Next, we delve deep into each of the
three workbooks, and examine the steps that must be implemented to create a
valuable offering, and market it for profit.

LSM Workbook 1. Step 1: Get Ready
Productize Your Idea into an Offering of Value
The Productization process is a must for startup success, but also to grow any
business into a lasting company of value. Turning an idea, or even a developed
offering into a product someone actually wants, requires defining your potential
offering's characteristics, clearly, concisely, and specifically.
Productization is an essential component of the lean startup marketing process.
Many startups have never taken the time, or put in the effort, or simply don’t
know how to productize their offering/s. Productization comes before branding
because the process produces correlated content directly inline with what you are
planning to market and sell. You will utilize this content to create your company's
brand. Identifying the features, benefits and solutions of your product, as well as
the target markets and users likely to find value in your offering, gives you a
framework for branding it.
If your startup has launched without an intimate understanding of what your
offering IS, DOES, and WHO will find value in using it, it’s likely your marketing
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efforts won’t receive the conversion, such as purchases of your product or signups for your service, that are needed to sustain and grow any business.
Whether you are hoping to market an idea, or a product in development, or more
effectively brand and market an existing offering, the Productization process will
help you set up your business for sustained success. It provides an infrastructure
that defines the best, and most unique characteristics you must actualize, to
create a valuable offering desired by a large group (or many groups) of people.
We begin the journey of marketing any business idea by implementing the
Productization process.
To productize your potential offering, begin by identifying what its features and
benefits are, and what solutions your projected product provides for specific
target markets, as well as likely individual customers.
Next, you must find out if anyone else has already produced your idea. If you find
competition for your projected offering, don't give up on your business idea!
Come up with differentiators—new features and benefits for your projected
offering that are unique, and better, than your competitors.
Potential new targets, such as horizontal and vertical markets, must be identified
in the initial Productization phase, to ensure you have a continual stream of
potential customers.
Constructing an elevator pitch will give you the words to chat up your offering
quickly and concisely. Stealth mode is bad marketing. Create buzz, even before
your offering is produced, for startup success at launch, and beyond.
And finally, how will your startup make money? Determining an initial profit
model for launch, as well as a couple of years after rollout, and then 5 years
down the line, will keep all stakeholders on the path to creating an offering of
value to sell, for profit.
Whether we've already developed our idea into a product or service, or it's still
just an idea in our head, Productization gives us insight into what we think we
have. Initializing this ongoing process enables us to understand the people most
likely to find a purpose for, or value in, our projected offering, even if it is simply
to be entertained and have more fun!
Productization also gives us direction in developing and producing an offering of
monetary value that is able to compete with similar offerings already available.
Additionally, adhering to this process, in order, assures us we have an ongoing
stream of target markets and users. And the best bit, Productization gives us
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marketing content—lists of keywords and key phrases—the features, benefits and
solutions our projected offering provides. We'll use the words in these lists in the
branding process to create marketing and advertising campaigns that build brand
awareness of our offering and company, and ultimately to garner sales for our
product or service.

By getting ready and engaging in the Productization process, you may discover
your projected offering is lacking in both features and benefits, or provides no
real world solutions for anyone. Or maybe your offering has great value, but
some competitor has developed your idea already. With each discovery, you may
have to iterate your original idea, or even existing product, to make it more
marketable.
The Productization process is a marketing tool to help us truly understand—get
intimate—with our projected offering, and identify target markets and users,
competitors and differentiators, that allows us to create a unique offering of value
that specific groups of people are likely to buy.

LSB Workbook 2. Step 2: Take Aim
Brand Your Offering to Target Markets and Users

When you brand your offering (or product in development) to your target
markets, you are effectively putting a 'face' on your idea, so it becomes
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something tangible, instead of just a concept or passing notion. The initial
branding process does not require your offering be produced. You can create
brand identities and pre-launch advertising and marketing campaigns that
generate excitement about your upcoming offering simultaneously with producing
it.
Whether branding a product, service, and/or a new company, even a nonprofit
organization, the branding process begins with a name. Naming a startup is like
naming a newborn, which your new venture virtually is—your new baby.
We give children language to communicate. We give our new venture a 'voice'
with taglines—an essential component of the corporate identity, to communicate
who we are and what we have to offer.
In LSB Workbook 2, we'll marry graphic design and marketing, explore the
partnership inherent to these two disciplines, and learn to create advertising that
gets greater response. We'll closely examine the design process, color theory, and
typography, as well as digital and print reproduction of many types of marketing
tools and campaigns produced in the branding process.

Product and corporate I.D.s, also known as logos, must be as dynamic on a
Twitter feed as on the side of a building. You must create a complete identity for
your startup, and also for each offering released. Brand Standards must be
established to assure your identities look consistently fabulous across all media to
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